10th Anniversary COIL Conference - Directions - April 25-26, 2016
COILing Across a Decade: Reflections and New Directions
The CUNY Graduate Center and conference hotels are very centrally located in Midtown Manhattan and easily
accessible by a variety of transit options. The map and directions below shows those locations and useful transit
tips and stations. You can access an interactive version at https://batchgeo.com/map/COIL2016.
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Location
CUNY Graduate Center
Pennsylvania Station (Amtrak, LIRR, NJ Transit, 1/2/3/A/C/E Subways)
Grand Central Terminal (Metro-North Railroad)
Port Authority Bus Terminal (Regional and long distance buses)
34th Street-Herald Square Subway Station (B/D/F/M/N/Q/R Lines)

Address
365 5th Ave.
390 7th Ave.
89 E. 42nd St.
625 8th Ave.
34th St. & Broadway

Conference Hotels
Radisson Martinique Hotel
The Manhattan NYC, Affinia Hotel

49 W. 32nd St.
371 7th Ave.

Phone
+1 212-736-3800
+1 212-563-1800

Directions to the CUNY Graduate Center and Conference Hotels
By Subway: The CUNY Graduate Center and the conference hotels are a short walk from the following
subway stations: 34th Street-Herald Square (B/D/F/M/N/Q/R lines, PATH from New Jersey); Penn Station
(1/2/3/A/C/E lines, Amtrak, LIRR, and NJ Transit; and the 33rd Street station (6 line).

From Pennsylvania Station: 5 minute walk to the hotels and 10 minute walk to the Graduate Center
From Grand Central Terminal: 15-20 minute walk to the hotels and 10 minutes to the Graduate Center or
take the 6 subway line one stop south to the 33rd St. Station. Or a short taxi ride.

From Port Authority Bus Terminal: 15-20 minute walk to hotels and Graduate Center or a short taxi ride
From JFK Airport: http://www.panynj.gov/airports/jfk-ground-transportation.html


By AirTrain and subway the trip takes about 60 minutes and is not much slower than a taxi at many
times. Take the JFK Airtrain from any terminal to “Jamaica Station.” Once there follow signs to transfer
to a Manhattan-bound E subway train and take it to the “Penn Station – 34th St. station.” The trip cost is
$7.75 for the Airtrain and subway. You can also take an LIRR train from Jamaica to Penn Station.



NYC Airporter Bus leaves near each terminal and stops in Manhattan near Bryant Park, a short walk to
Graduate Center and hotels. Return pickup is near Grand Central. Fare is $17 one way or $30 roundtrip.



A taxi takes 30-60 minutes and is a flat rate of $52 plus tip, tolls, and surcharges.

From LaGuardia Airport: http://www.panynj.gov/airports/lga-ground-transportation.html





Combination of MTA bus and subway: in front of each terminal catch a M60-Select Bus to “Astoria
Blvd.” subway station. From there transfer to a Manhattan-bound Q or N subway train. Get off at the
“34th Street-Herald Square” station. The total trip takes about 45 minutes and costs $2.75. You must
purchase a Select Bus ticket before boarding the bus with a Metrocard or coins. There are Metrocard
machines inside the terminals near baggage claim. Your Metrocard allows a free transfer to the subway.
NYC Airporter Bus leaves near each terminal and stops in Manhattan near Bryant Park, a short walk to
Graduate Center and hotels. Return pickup is near Grand Central. Fare is $14 one way or $26 roundtrip.
A taxi takes about 20-35 minutes and costs $35-40 plus tolls and tip.

From Newark Liberty Airport: http://www.panynj.gov/airports/ewr-ground-transportation.html





AirTrain and NJ Transit: take the AirTrain to the Newark Airport Regional Rail Station then take NJ
Transit to Pennsylvania Station. The trip takes about 45 minutes and the cost is $13 including the
AirTrain and NJ Transit train fares.
Newark Airport Express bus leaves outside each terminal and stops in NYC near Bryant Park which is
a short walk to the Graduate Center and hotels. The fare is $16 one way or $24 roundtrip.
A taxi takes about 30-45 minutes and costs $50-55 plus tolls and tip.

Reverse directions for a return trip to the airport
Notes: There are also shared van shuttles from LaGuardia, JFK, or Newark to/from Manhattan including Super
Shuttle and Prime Time Shuttle. However, these often take longer than the subway or taxi.
We strongly caution you to avoid using any single driver approaching you directly at the airport to offer a ride.

NYC Transit & MetroCard: Buy at a station booth or MetroCard machine with a minimal value of $5.50
plus $1 card fee. You can refill your card. The fare for a subway or local bus ride is $2.75 with a MetroCard for
any distance. A SingleRide ticket costs $3.00 and is available for cash only at the large vending machines. You
can an automatic free transfer between subway lines, subway and bus, or between buses. A 7-Day Unlimited
Pass costs $30. More info about NYC’s public transit system can be found at http://mta.info/nyct.

